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European Committee for Road Safety  
in the Armed Forces 

Minutes Congress 2007 in Bonn (Germany) 
 
Date: 13th till 15th September 2007 

Place: Hotel Mercure, Lahnstein 

Participants: Bosnia und Herzegovina, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, 
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Switzerland, Slovak Republic, Czech Republic, 
United Kingdom 

Number of participants: 28 persons 

Subjects: 1.  Cooperation with civil institutions 
 2.  Working groups ECRAF 
 3. Internet 
 4. Common campaign 
 5. Finances 
 6.  Congresses 2008 / 2009 
 7.  Elections 
 8. Sundries 

Head of the Congress: German Armed Forces 
 British Armed Forces (presidium) 

Languages: German, English 
 Simultaneous translation in plenary 
 
Welcome words of the President 
 
The President welcomes all participants to the annual Congress and from the bottom of his heart he 
thanks host nation for the interesting and varied program. He also welcomes the two simultaneous 
translators. The President thanks them for the work the days to come. This years Congress is just now a 
success because two new nations (Bosnia and Herzegovina and Poland) take part at the Congress. The 
President wishes all participants an interesting und instructive stay. The Congress ECRAF 2007 is opened. 
 
1. Cooperation with civil institutions 
 
Nearly all participant nations have had a report about the subject. The complete presentations are on the 
CD Rom about the Congress. Following only the focal points respectively additional information are 
noted.  
 
Bosnia and Herzegovina  
(New participant nation) 
 
In Bosnia and Herzegovina currently have the situation of a total new organisation in the areas Defence, 
Transport and Transportation. One of the measures of the Department for Communication and Traffic 
from Bosnia and Herzegovina is to give reports about the subject that in year 2006 extremely many 
children have had an accident. An important part of the cooperation with civil institutions is "civilian 
contracts" about the maintenance of military vehicles. If we study the numbers of accidents, then we can 
see that there exists a higher risk in civilian part. It's not a big problem for the Army. Bosnia and Herze-
govina is grateful for the possibility to get knowledge about the statistic of other European Armed Forces. 
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Germany 
 
The report was held of the speakers Lieutenant Colonel Windischmann and Lieutenant Colonel Voss. The 
targets of the German Armed Forces are to support the awareness for dangers of soldiers, to cause a 
safe driving of cars, to sink the willingness for risk of young drivers and to get a safe behaviour in road 
traffic. The efforts of different organisation regarding that are coordinated be the working group traffic 
safety under the lead of Ministry of Defence. The Armed Forces have a tight cooperation with DVR, DVW 
and ADAC. ADAC lanced the campaign "Better driving" - the safety show with character to participate. 
Following the different accountabilities are listed which are not completely defined in report: 
 
Specialized Committee for Automobile Technology:  
Definition for all technical developments on vehicles and the effects of the German Armed Forces are 
defined here.  
 
Specialized Committee for further development of driving tests: 
The adjustment of civilian changes to the German Armed Forces is made here.  
 
Annually around 7000 occurrences regarding "to fast driving" with office care emerges. The German 
Armed Forces intervenes and weight respectively oversees the process.  
 
The German Armed Forces cooperates with DEKRA/TÜV in sense that DEKRA and TÜV overtakes the 
inspection of vehicles. The procurement of new vehicles or edits on existing vehicles is, like in most other 
Armed Forces too, a lengthy business and last between 5 and 10 years. Experts are involved from the 
beginning of projects. Before operation within the German Armed Forces, all vehicles have to pass a 
special approval procedure with concrete stipulates and rules. The test will be evidenced by a special 
document. Refusal will follow already in case of only one negative point (exceptions for the German 
Armed Forces are concretely defined).  
 
Germany, WTD 41 
 
No additions here. The report exists in English.  
 
Germany, NATO, M & T Panel 
 
No additions here. The report exists in German and English.  
 
Finland 
(Bettered drivers training in the Armed Forces) 
 
Annually around 30'000 teens between 18 and 19 years performs their official duty within the Finnish 
Army. The increasing of the age limit due to direction 2003/59/EC of the European Parliament is not a big 
problem for the Finish Army. Between 3'000 and 5'000 drivers leave annually the Armed Forces. The 
reduction of drivers training developed to a society problem. New the Education, Working, Information 
and Defence Department is responsible for that. From 2009 the drivers training will be effect due to the 
following scheme: soldiers will pass the official duty during one year. After living the Armed Forces, 
drivers will be posted in civilian positions. Training and further training happens on civilian basis. Military 
and civilian driving instructors cooperates tight with each other to support the exchange of experiences. 
A military driver of the category CE have to pass a further training of 35 hours all five years.  
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France 
 
The French Armed Forces dispose about around 80'000 vehicles. Training will be held in MPSRA (vide the 
respective video within the presentation). MPSRA was founded 5 years ago by the past President of the 
State Jacques Chirac. Road Safety was stated as a national target. The French Government cooperates 
with insurances. This is a good possibility to achieve good results for road safety. Twice times a year, in 
France will be held a working group about the subject of communication. The tasks of this working group 
are to generate and exchange information and to create the progress. France launched a competition to 
spread a new campaign and created a manual about road safety.  
 
Statistics: a tool for data processing to compare the numbers also with civilian institution will be created. 
Currently France has problems with building and regulation of the processes. The Armed Forces hope to 
start with the project in year 2008.  
 
Norway 
 
The training centre is situated a bit outside of Oslo, in Sessvollmoen. Background of the organization 
chart is the use of synergies. Since 2005 the Logistic Centre is responsible for road safety. A tight coop-
eration with Ministry of Traffic takes place this above all in sense of attention of guidelines and in case of 
observance of rules. A further cooperation takes place with civilian police this in context with military 
vehicles. Analyses of accidents take place for example in case of drug abuse. In this area, consequences 
are civilian measures and force to the military safety state. Cooperation with insurances takes place on 
basis of the exchange of data and interesting statistics. A further cooperation takes place between civil-
ian schools and barracks. One base is opened for the public. You can see pictures of traffic accidents 
and you can pursue a demo about the subject "road safety".  
 
A bettered quality of training and vehicles have a solid influence to the statistics, this not at least due to 
the simulator CBT. This means a project of a civilian organisation based on training with heavy means. A 
basic course happens for all vehicle classes. To work on are the following subjects: dangerous goods, 
count system, function of a truck and his proportions. The training for experts, which will train on simula-
tor, will start at the beginning of the year 2008. Additional special trainings programs are in development. 
The current problem is the evaluation of a user-friendly working platform.  
 
Switzerland 
 
No additions here.  
 
Switzerland, Road Cross 
 
No additions here.  
 
Slovak Republic 
 
Rising accident numbers due inadequate traffic breeding, aggressive mode of operation and missing 
awareness for dangers. Annually the Slovak Republic has to lament 600 dead persons. This number 
requires also the support of public companies. Vide also the planning of actions of Slovak Republic. 
Target is to lower the number of accidents. Cooperation takes place with road traffic departments and 
the police. As well the rescues system is involved. In cooperation with Ministry of Traffic new regulations 
will be worded. Training for drivers takes place in special Military Police Schools. Soldiers pass a practical 
training directly in daily traffic situations (for example on crossroads - flow regulation).  
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Campaign Apple-Lemon: Target of this campaign is to influence drivers and schoolchildren without a 
forfeit. Children judge drivers, under control of the police, due to their behaviour - the apple represent a 
correct behaviour. Lemon represents misbehaviour. This campaign takes place always in April. It's a 
campaign of Red Cross.  
 
Czech Republic 
 
Czech Republic fights with the problem of not wearing of safety belts since many years. The accident 
causes civil and military are in a manner of speaking the same. Annually around 1'300 peoples die and 
6'000 peoples are injured by traffic accidents. Due to that, Czech Republic created the national strategy. 
Certain domains have to be bettered (see transparencies). The Ministry of Work presented some sugges-
tions to the Ministry of Defence. Interne regulations will be created. The most important position in Czech 
Republic has the Military Police. She cooperates with civilian police, Federation and communities.  
 
United Kingdom 
 
One of the biggest projects is the campaign "Think"! This campaign provides resources which can be 
uses likewise by the communities and from relatives of the Armed Forces. This campaign is concerted by 
a Website. The coordination of different organisations takes place widely on basis of Internet.  
 
IAM is an institute for experienced drivers. The personnel can be proved by special tests. Resources are 
available in United Kingdom, Germany and Cyprus. The tests are created by past police officers. For 
further information you can contact the following Website: www.iam.org.uk 
 
Break is a beneficent organisation. Parents or relatives of road casualties join to this organisation. Also 
the Armed Forces attend contacts to this organisation. Break also disposes about a large Website.  
 
Bike safe offers training for civil bikers. The Armed Forces support this organisation during a road safety 
week. Also experienced drivers can take part on that training. Bike safe cooperate tight with the civilian 
police.  
 
 
DVD bike accidents 
In 2006, 20 persons died in Great Britain due to bike accidents. This was the reason for the Army to 
create a special DVD about the subject. The highest danger obtains after operations in foreign if soldiers 
still have the feeling of "invincibility" inside. The production has the target to lower the risk willingness. 
Voluntary biker organisations supported the project. Participants get the DVD. 
 
2. Working groups 
 
Statistics 
 
A representative of the British Armed Forces overtakes the works in this working group the Danish Dele-
gate. The planning should be redeemed. At latest in June 2008, the working group has to deliver data 
from 2006. Denmark stresses the importance of the adding of data for the work of working group. He 
points, that the number of accidents lowers just before completion of an operation in foreign. Additional 
a new call of the President takes place. He asks all participant nations, to deliver the data to 
the working group for the purpose the further processing.  
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NATO 
 
Cooperation with NATO is desired from ECRAF. ECRAF should receive his independence. A relation will be 
organised by the Chairman of NATO panel "Movement and Transportation".  
 
ECRAF got from NATO panel M & T the order to prove if it's possible creates a proposal for standardisa-
tion of drivers training for operations. Delegates decided to correspond to this request and to create a 
proposal for NATO. The President ECRAF was charged with reconcilement and coordination of the works. 
A new working group under attendance of United Kingdom, Germany and Switzerland was founded. 
Denmark will decide about an attendance in this working group. The results of the works will be pre-
sented during the Congress 2008.  
 
3. Internet 
 
Internet is a useful information platform. Updating of a Website is really important and means much 
work. On previous Congresses was decided to create an own Website for ECRAF. The Vice-president is 
responsible for updating. Unfortunately not all nations are represented. One of the reasons is that not all 
Armed Forces have Internet accessibly domains regarding road safety. Vice-president points to the trans-
parencies regarding the Website ECRAF and the needed information. A request to all nations to realize 
the structure of an Internet appearance takes place here.  
 
4. Common campaign 
 
The launch of a common campaign is a problem. Often pictures can't be implement for all nations and 
slogans will be falsified due to translation into the different languages of the countries or they get an-
other sense.  
 
At the Congress 2007, participants discussed about the form of a campaign which could be launched and 
which one are the biggest problems within the different Armed Forces. Participants decided that they 
won't create a common campaign for the time being. The Armed Forces should try to integrate the 
ECRAF Logo of the interne campaigns. Possibly they could issue material from ECRAF on interne events.  
 
5. Finances 
 
Accounting 2006 is approved by the reviser (auditor's certificate is signed) and enacted by the partici-
pants of the Congress. Pursuant to the Vice-president, the documents are to be placed on the CD Rom 
about the Congress 2007. The President send his words of thank to the Vice-president and the reviser.  
 
6. Congresses 2008, 2009 
 
2008 
The President send his words of thank to host nation 2008 and ensure the support of the Secretariat 
during the preparations for this event. The subject isn't determined now. A suggestion is: Off-road driving 
(may be we could generate proposals for NATO). Further information will follow. In this context, the 
President send his words of thank to participants regarding the several years planning.  
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2009 
 
France  Without written commitment 
Austria  With written commitment 
Finland  Oral commitment 
 
7. Elections 
 
President   
A representative of German Armed Forces (election for two years) is elected. He accepts the election. 
Surrender of the office by the closing President is followed. The new President sends his words of thanks 
to the participants of the Congress.  
 
Vice-president  
A representative from the Swiss Armed Forces was been elected (election in 2006 for two years). 
 
Secretariat 
The Secretary leaves the Military Accident Prevention to overtake another challenge in another part of 
the Armed Forces. She got the promise regarding the new job at first at the End of August. Due to time 
considerations and for lack of interest on the job as Secretary, no new Secretary was determined during 
the Congress. Currently works are divided to Switzerland, Denmark and Germany.  
 
8. Sundries 
 
Congress languages 
The following Congresses will only be held in English. Reason is the reduction of organizational expendi-
tures. A concordant acceptance by the participants of the Congress is following during the event.  
 
Advices to the policy 
The new President suggests that on following Congresses, the Committee should draw up advices to the 
Armed Forces and political representatives. This should be aspired in 2008. 
 
Terms of reference 
During the Congress no edits are caused. Suggestions for edits are to be exhibit to the President in 
written form.  
 
Survey 
No further statements. 
 
The minutes were written in German language. We translated them later into Congress languages. 
 
Berne, March 2008 


